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ABSTRACT 
The QR algorithm is one of the most widely used algorithms for calculating 
the eigenvalues of matrices. The multishift QR algorithm with multiplicity m is a 
version that effects m iterations of the QR Mgorithm at a time. It is known that 
roundoff errors cause the multishift QR algorithm to perform poorly when rn is 
large. In this paper the mechanism by which the shifts are transmitted through 
the matrix in the course of a multishift QR iteration is identified. Numerical 
evidence showing that the mechanism works well when m is small and poorly 
when m is large is presented. When the mechanism works poorly, the convergence 
of the algorithm is degraded proportionately. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The QR algor i thm is one of the most widely used algor ithms for calcu- 
lat ing the eigenvalues of matr ices [7, 9, 16]. I t  is therefore worrisome that  
a t tempts  to parallel ize the QR algor i thm have been most ly unsatisfactory. 
(However, the work of Henry and van de Geijn [10, 11] is recent good 
news.) One a t tempt  at paral le l izat ion that  appeared at first to have great 
promise was to use the mult ishift  QR algor i thm with high mult ipl ic it ies 
[4, 5]. A mult ishift  i terat ion of mult ip l ic i ty m amounts to rn i terat ions of 
the ord inary  QR algor i thm performed at once. Unfortunate ly  the mult i -  
shift a lgor i thm turned out to have serious convergence difficulties caused 
by roundoff errors when large mult ipl ic it ies were used [6, 17]. The intent 
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of this paper is to shed some light on this problem and make one or two 
suggestions for the development of future QR codes. 
All practical QR codes employ shifts of origin to accelerate conver- 
gence. Good shifts improve performance dramatically. Since the shifts are 
used only at the very beginning of a QR iteration, it is natural to ask 
how the information about the shifts is transmitted through the matrix 
in the course of the iteration in such a way that progress toward con- 
vergence is realized at completion of the iteration. This paper identifies 
the shift-transmission mechanism and gives numerical evidence that the 
mechanism works poorly in the face of roundoff errors if the multiplicity is 
large. 
The contents of the paper are as follows. Sections 2 and 3 review the 
explicit and implicit QR iterations and establish basic notation that is used 
throughout the paper. Section 4 presents the main theorem (Theorem 2), 
which shows that at any time during the iteration, the shifts can be re- 
covered as the finite eigenvalues of a certain regular pencil. Of course the 
theorem is precisely true only in the absence of roundoff errors. The first 
numerical results are given in Section 5. It is observed there that if the QR 
algorithm with high multiplicity is applied to a large enough matrix, the 
shift-bearing pencils have ill-conditioned eigenvalues. Ill conditioned means 
imprecisely specified, so the shifts are in effect blurred. The consequences 
of shift blurring are explored in Sections 5 and 6. It turns out that as each 
iteration progresses, the blurring decreases; the shifts come into focus, so 
to speak. Unfortunately the clarified shifts are far from the desired shifts. 
In effect a QR iteration with the wrong shifts is taken. Section 7 discusses 
some anomalies in the numerical results and serves as a reminder that this 
paper does not have all the answers, Conclusions and some recommenda- 
tions are given in Section 8, 
It is worth mentioning at least briefly that the main theorem holds not 
only for the QR algorithm but for multishift bulge-chasing algorithms in 
general [20], e.g., the implicit LR algorithm with or without pivoting, SR 
algorithm, HR algorithm, and so on. I have restricted attention to the QR 
case to minimize distracting details. 
2. EXPLICIT AND IMPLICIT QR INTERACTIONS 
Suppose we wish to determine the eigenvalues of the n × n matrix A 
with complex entries ajk. Before the iterations of the QR algorithm are 
begun, the matrix is normally transformed to upper Hessenberg form, so 
let us assume A is upper Hessenberg, that is, ajk = 0 for j > k + 1. We 
can assume further that A is a proper upper Hessenberg matrix, that is, 
ak+l,k ~ 0 for k = 1, . . . ,  n -- 1, since otherwise the matrix could be split 
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into two or more smaller proper Hessenberg matrices whose eigenvalues 
could be calculated independently. 
In principle, m iterations of the QR algorithm with shifts #1 . . . .  , #,~ 
could be performed on A simultaneously as follows. Calculate 
p(A) = (A -  # I I ) (A -  #21) . . . (A -  #mZ). 
Then perform a QR decomposition and a similarity transformation: 
p(A) = QR, A = Q-1AQ. 
Here Q is unitary and R is upper triangular. These matrices are more or 
less uniquely determined. The resulting matrix A is again a proper up- 
per Hessenberg matrix, except in the special case when some of the shifts 
happen to be eigenvalues [21]. We call this operation a QR iteration of 
multiplicity m. Typically m ~< n. For significant parallelism we would like 
to have m ~> 1, for example, m = 50. 
If we perform the indicated operations explicitly, the algorithm is too 
expensive. The  implicit QR algorithm manages to perform the transforma- 
tion A --~ A much less expensively by avoiding the explicit computation of 
p(A). All that is needed is the first column of p(A) or a multiple thereof. 
Thus we need to calculate 
x : a(A - #I I ) (A -  #2 I ) . . .  (A - pmi)el, (1) 
where el is the vector with a one in the first position and zeros elsewhere, 
and a is any convenient nonzero scalar. Since A is upper Hessenberg, 
only the first m + 1 entries of x are nonzero, and x can be calculated 
in O(m 3) flops. 
Let Q1 be a unitary matrix (a reflector, for example) that differs from 
the identity matrix only in the first m + 1 rows and columns and whose 
first column is proportional to x. Then let 
A1 = Q~IAQ1. 
This similarity transformation disturbs the Hessenberg form; it creates a 
of nonzero entries a~ 1), 1 < k < j - 1 < m + 1. "bulge" in A1 consisting 
.(1) 
This is a triangle with its tip at ~r~+2,1" 
The rest of the implicit QR iteration consists of returning the matrix 
to upper Hessenberg form by "chasing" the bulge. Specifically, the next 
unitary transforming matrix Q2 is chosen so that Q~IA1 has its first column 
restored to upper Hessenberg form. When the similarity transformation is 
completed to give 
A2 = Q~IA1Q2, 
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the newly created zeros are left intact, but new nonzeros are introduced 
in positions n(2) k = 2, , m + 1. In other words, the bulge has been ~m4-3 ,k '  " " " 
pushed over and down one position. The next transformation pushes the 
bulge over and down one more position, and so on. In general, after i 
steps the matrix A has been transformed to a matrix Ai that would be 
_ (0 with upper Hessenberg except for a bulge consisting of nonzero entries ujk
i < k < j 1 < i + m. This is a triangle with its tip at _(i) In other _ -- _ (ti+rn+l,i" 
words, the bulge consists of the entries below the main diagonal of the 
(m + 1) x (rn + 1) nonprincipal submatrix 
a(0 ~(~) l 
i+l, i  t~i+l' i+m I 
= " " . (2) 
_(0 _(i) / 
tLi+rn+l,i tLi+m+l, i+m J 
Usually all entries of the bulge will be nonzero, but only the tip entry 
ai+m+l, ( i )  1~'- guaranteed to be nonzero. The next transforming matrix is a 
unitary matrix Qi+l that differs from the identity matrix only in rows and 
columns i + 1 through i + m + 1 and is chosen so that the (i + 2, i ) , . . . ,  (i + 
-1 A m + 1,i) entries of Qi+l ~ are zero. In other words, the ith column has 
been returned to upper Hessenberg form. When the similarity transforma- 
tion is completed to give 
Ai+l -1 = Qi+lAiQi+l, 
the new zeros are preserved, but new nonzeros are introduced in posi- 
tions ai+m+2, k(i+l) k = i + 1,. . . , i  + m. Thus the new bulge has its tip at 
a(i+l) 
i+m+2, i+1"  
At step n - m the bulge begins to disappear off the bottom of the ma- 
trix, and after n -2  steps the matrix has been returned to upper Hessenberg 
form. We have A~-2 = A. 
Equivalence of the implicit and explicit algorithms, assuming exact arith- 
metic, is proved in great generality in [21]. 
3. THE ROLE OF SHIFTS IN ACCELERATING CONVERGENCE 
To understand the consequences of inefective transmission of shifts, we 
review the rationMe for shifting. In principM, that is, ignoring roundoff 
errors, an iteration of the multishift QR Mgorithm amounts to one step of 
nested subspace iteration by the matrix p(A) -- (A - t t l I ) . . .  (A-ttmI)  [19]. 
The asymptotic convergence rate of these subspace iterations is determined 
by the ratios I v~+ 1/ud, i = 1, . . . ,  n - 1, where v l , . . . ,  un are the eigenvalues 
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of p(A), listed in order of decreasing magnitude. Small ratios imply rapid 
convergence. The objective of shifting is to make one or more of these 
ratios small. Since ui = p(Ai) = (Ai - # l ) ' "  (A~ - Pro), where A1 . . . .  , An 
are the eigenvalues of A, this can be achieved by choosing shifts that are 
good approximations to m of the eigenvalues of A. For then [p(A~)l will 
be small for those m eigenvalues Ai that are approximated well by shifts, 
and the ratio IU~_m+l/Un_ml will tend to be small. Excluding certain rare 
cases, it can be made arbitrarily small by taking shifts that are sufficiently 
close to eigenvalues. If only k of the m shifts are good approximations to 
eigenvalues, then lUn_k+l/Un_kl will tend to be small. In practice it will 
very often happen that most of the shifts approximate igenvalues well, 
but some of them are much better than others. In these cases, two or more 
of the ratios ]vn-k+l/Un-kl will be small. For example, suppose m = 14, 
eight of the shifts approximate eigenvalues to within about 10 -12, and the 
other six approximate igenvalues to within about 10 -7. In tiny intervals 
around the zeros, the shift polynomial is roughly linear: p(k) ~ C(A - p,,) 
for k near #~, where C is a modest multiple of 1. Thus, if #~ ~ Aj, we 
have }~jl = IP(Aj)I ~ Ikj - #il. On the basis of this approximation, we 
have Itgl ~ 10 -12 for eight eigenvalues, I~j] ~ 10 -7 for six others, and 
(very roughly) )9] ~ 10° for the rest of the eigenvalues. This gives (again 
very roughly) ]"n-r/~n-S] ~ 10-12/10 - r  = 10 -5 and lUn_i3/~_141 
10-r /10 ° = 10 -r .  
Progress toward convergence can be monitored by looking at the sub- 
diagonal entries ai+l,i. If la,+l,,I is small, then span{e l , . . . ,  el} is nearly 
an invariant subspace of A. If ]v'i+l/~,il is small, then the QR iteration 
will normally bring span{e l , . . . ,  e~} much closer to being an invariant sub- 
space of A. The visible evidence of this convergence is that [ai+t#[ will 
be much smaller than lai+l,d. The approximate relationship (true in the 
limit) is 
{a/q_l,/{ ~ - -~  a i+ l ,  i . (3 )  
From the previous paragraph we see that we are mainly concerned with the 
cases i = n - k, where k ~ m << n. It is therefore convenient to introduce 
the following notation. Define 
sk = {a~-k+l . -k l .  (4) 
This is (the modulus of) the kth subdiagonal entry from the bottom of 
the matrix A. We define gk, the kth subdiagonal from the bottom of A, 
analogously. We also define the "kth ratio from the bottom," 
rk = I "~-k+l / "~-k l .  (5) 
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In this new notation, (3) becomes 
"Sk ~ rkSk, k = 1, 2, 3 , . . . .  (6) 
Rephrasing the example from the previous paragraph in this new notation, 
we have rs ~ 10 -7 and r14 ~ 10 -5. Applying (6), we expect that  a QR 
step would cause s's ~ 10-Tss and s14 ~ 10-5s14. 
Normally new shifts are chosen at the beginning of each iteration. The 
most common way of doing this is to take as shifts the eigenvalues of the 
trailing (lower right-hand) m x m submatrix of A. On the first iteration 
these will not normally be very good, but (typically) after several iterations 
most of them will have become close to eigenvalues. For simplicity assume 
that  exactly k of the shifts are good approximations to eigenvalues. Then 
the ratio rk will be small, and the subdiagonal sk will converge to zero in 
just a few iterations. By this we mean that  it will become small enough that  
it can be considered to be zero in practice. Then a k × k submatrix (that 
is, a chunk of k eigenvalues) can be deflated from the bottom. Subsequent 
iterations can operate on a reduced matrix of order n - k. 
4. THE SHIFT  TRANSMISS ION MECHANISM 
In principle good shifts can cause rapid deflation of blocks from the 
lower r ight-hand corner of the matrix. However, in the implicit QR itera- 
tion, the shifts are used only at the very beginning, in the computat ion of 
the vector x, which is used to create a bulge in the upper left-hand corner 
of the matrix. It  is therefore of great interest to investigate how the infor- 
mation about the shifts is passed through the matrix in the course of the 
bulge chase. 
Recall that  x is defined by (1). Only the first m columns of A participate 
in this computat ion of x, so the information about the shifts is encoded 
in x and the first m columns of A. It should be possible to recover the 
shifts therefrom. In (2) we defined Bi for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n - m - 1 to be a 
certain nonprincipal submatrix of Ai. We can define B0 in the same spirit 
by taking A0 = A and adjoining x to A0 as the zeroth column. This gives 
B 0 ~- 
"3 
Xl al,1 al,2 • • " al,m | 
x2 a2,1 a2,2 a2,m ] 
[ 
X3 0 a3,2 a3,m ~ . 
• . . .  ' 
Xm+ 1 0 0 am+l,m j 
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This matrix contains all of the nonzero entries of x and the first m columns 
of A, so it should contain the shifts implicitly. 
Let N be the (m + 1) x (m + 1) nilpotent Jordan block. That  is, N is 
the matr ix with l 's  on the superdiagonal and zeros elsewhere. Let # be a 
complex variable. Note that  B~ - #N is related to A~ - # I  in the same way 
as Bi is related to Ai. Consider the pencil B0 - #N and its characteristic 
polynomial X(#) = det(B0 - #N).  Obviously the degree of )/ cannot ex- 
ceed m. Since xm+t = ola2,1aa,2""am+l,m • O~ the degree is exactly m. 
Thus B0 - #N is a regular pencil with m finite eigenvalues and one infinite 
eigenvalue. 
THEOREM 1. The shifts #t , . . . ,#m are the finite eigenvalues of the 
pencil Bo - #N.  
Proof. We show that  each #i is an eigenvalue of the pencil. Since the 
factors A - # j I  commute, (1) can be rewritten as 
where 
x = (A - #i I )y ,  (7) 
Since A is upper Hessenberg, only the first m entries of y are nonzero. 
If we now let z = [ -1  Yl Y2 "'" ym] T , then i t  follows from (7) that  
(Bo -# iN)z  = 0. Thus #i is an eigenvalue of the pencil with right eigenvec- 
tor z. If #1 , - . . ,  #m are distinct, the proof is now complete. For cases when 
the shifts are not distinct, the result follows by an elementary continuity 
argument. • 
Theorem 1 shows exactly how the shifts are encoded as the QR iteration 
gets underway. To see what happens during the bulge chase, consider a 
larger pencil B0 - #/V, obtained from Bo - #N by adjoining one row at the 
bot tom and one column at the right. Thus 
[.0 0 , ] [0 
am+2,rn+l  
which clearly has the same spectrum as the smaller pencil, except that  it 
has an additional infinite eigenvalue. The first transforming matrix Q1 is 
chosen so that  its first column is proportional to x. This means that  Q~-ix 
is a multiple of el. Thus the transformation Ao - tLI --* Q11(Ao - #I )  
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implies a transformation B0 - #/V -~ C1 - P/~I, where 
0 am+2,m+ 1 0 
This is an equivalence transformation on the pencil, so it preserves the 
eigenvalues. It  deflates an infinite eigenvalue at the top without disturb- 
ing the infiniteeigenvalue that  was already exposed at the bottom. Thus 
the subpencil C1 - #P1 contains the finite eigenvMues, the shifts. Now let 
C1 - ~P1 be the pencil obtained by deleting the first row and column 
from C1 - #P1. This has the m finite eigenvalues and one infinite eigen- 
value. 
The transformation Q[ I (Ao  - # I )  --+ Q~I (Ao  - # I )Q1 = A1 - # I  
implies a transformation C1 - ttP1 --* B1 - #N.  This is also an equiva- 
lence transformation of the pencil, so B1 - ~N has the m shifts as finite 
eigenvalues and one infinite eigenvMue. The shifts have been transferred 
from the pencil B0 - t tN  to B1 - pN.  The main theorem is now fairly 
clear. 
THEOREM 2. For i = 0, 1 , . . . ,  n - m - 1, the m f inite eigenvalues of 
the regular penci l  B i  - pN  are the shifts I t1 , . . . ,  ttm. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on i. The case i -- 0 is Theorem 1. 
The general induction step from Bi-1 -#N to Bi - ] zN  is just like the step 
from B0 - #N to B1 - #N.  • 
The pencil B0 - t tN  is the initial pencil, the one that  sets the bulge 
chase in motion. It is also possible to construct a final pencil. The pencil 
Bn -m-1  - / zN  lies at the bottom of the matrix; it consists of rows n - 
m, . . . ,n  and columns of n -  m-  1 , . . . ,n -  1 of An-m-1  - ttI.  If  we want 
to continue the induction by adding a row and a column to the pencil, 
there is one more column available, but there are no more rows. If there were 
another ow (and the originM matrix were properly upper Hessenberg), that  
row would have the form [0, . . . ,  0, s], where the entry s is nonzero. If we add 
such a row, we can carry the induction one step further. The value of s is 
unimportant;  we can take s = 1, for example. Performing this next step, we 
obtain a pencil B~_m - #N,  which corresponds to rows n - m + 1 , . . . ,  n + 1 
and columns n - m, . . . ,  n of An-m - IzI. The remainder of the bulge chase 
consists of pushing the bulge off of the bot tom of the matrix. The action of 
the similarity transformations by Qn-m+l , . . . ,  Q~-2 is restricted to rows 
and columns n-m+ 1 , . . . ,  n, so no more rows or columns need to be added 
to the pencil. The similarity transformation A,~-~n+l - p I  --+ A -  ttI implies 
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an equivalence transformation Bn-~ - #N --~ B - #N, 





"ak,k " " " "ak,n- 1 "dk,n | 
"ak + ~,k 
I an,n -  1 an,n 
Z2 " " • Zm Zrn+l  _] 
where (taking 
(s) 
with Z 1 • 0. B -- #N is the final pencil. It 's m finite eigenvalues are the 
shifts. 
The goal of the iteration is to force ak,k-t to zero. Suppose we succeed 
in this task, obtaining ~k,k-1 = 0 exactly. Then from (8) we see that 
det(/? - #N) = ±zl  det(C - tH),  where C is the trailing m x m submatrix 
of A. Thus in this case the shifts are exactly the eigenvalues of C. These 
are also eigenvalues of e~ (and A), since ak,k-1 = 0. We conclude that 
ak,k-1 = 0 only if the shifts are exactly eigenvalues of A. (This is a new 
proof of a known result.) Extending this result by continuity we can say that 
"dk,k-1 is small only if the shifts are close to eigenvalues. This observation 
cannot be taken too literally because there is much latitude in the meaning 
of "small" and "close to," but it does lend credence to the notion that good 
shifts are essential to effective functioning of the QR algorithm. 
5. NUMERICAL PRACTICE: BLURRING OF SHIFTS 
Theorem 2 shows that the pencils Bi - #N carry the shifts in theory. In 
practice, however, there are roundoff errors in the computation of B0 - #N 
(that is, in the computation of x), so the eigenvalues of Bo->N will differ at 
least slightly from the intended shifts. Each step from Bi -1  -#N to Bi -#N 
introduces additional roundoff errors, which effectively perturb the shifts 
further. The effects of these errors may be small or large, depending on 
whether the eigenvalues of the pencils are well conditioned or not. If they 
are ill conditioned (i.e., highly sensitive to perturbations in Bi), then they 
are poorly determined; in effect the shifts are blurred. In this case we can 
expect he computed eigenvalues of B i - -  #N to resemble the intended shifts 
only vaguely or not at all. 
To test the effectiveness of the pencils Bi - #N as carriers of the shifts, I 
performed numerous numerical experiments, in which I assessed the sensi- 
tivity of the eigenvalues of the pencils Bi - #N, made comparisons between 
the computed eigenvalues and the actual (intended) shifts, and related these 
observations to the observed effectiveness or ineffectiveness of the QR it- 
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erations. A variety of types of matrices were used in the tests. Some were 
taken from the collection of Higham [12]. Others were obtained by par- 
tim reduction of a sparse matrix to upper Hessenberg form by the Arnoldi 
process. Still others were generated randomly by various procedures. Some 
were normal, while others were far from normal, even defective. All classes 
of matrices exhibited similar tendencies, as far as shift blurring is con- 
cerned. The details varied from one class to the next, but the behavior 
of random matrices eems to be reasonably representative. Therefore the 
numbers reported here are all from matrices generated by filling a square 
matrix with normally distributed random numbers, then reducing the ma- 
trix to upper Hessenberg form. This type of matrix tends to have well- 
conditioned eigenvalues, which can be calculated accurately by the stan- 
dard codes. 
To assess the sensitivity of the eigenvalues of the pencils, one would 
naturally think of calculating condition numbers. A standard condition 
number for an eigenvalue of the pencil Bi - #N (under perturbations in Bi 
only) is (yTx)-1, where x and yT are normalized right and left eigenvectors, 
respectively. More elaborate condition numbers were given by Stewart and 
Sun [15]. Unfortunately all of these measures of sensitivity are inappropriate 
to the situation under consideration here, because they are all normwise 
condition numbers. That is, they measure sensitivity of the eigenvalues 
under perturbations of Bi having small norm relative to IIBill. We need to 
consider instead elementwise small perturbations here, because the entries 
of Bi can have drastic variations in magnitude. This is particularly true 
after several QR iterations, when the subdiagonal entries of A have begun 
to get small. Once this happens, the entries out toward the tip of the bulge 
(the southwest corner of Bi) can become really tiny. Although they are 
tiny, they are not insignificant. They are formed through multiplication 
of small numbers, not through cancellation, and they carry information 
that is essential to the success of the QR step [18]. A normwise condition 
number assumes perturbations that would swamp such tiny numbers. Such 
perturbations do not occur in practice. 
Therefore, instead of computing a condition umber, I used the following 
simple method of assessing the sensitivity of the eigenvalues of the pencils: 
I compared the computed eigenvalues of Bi - #N with those of a pencil 
obtained by perturbing each entry of Bi by a small random number whose 
magnitude, relative to the entry, was on the order of the machine psilon. 
A small (resp. large) difference indicates low (resp. high) sensitivity. The 
pencil eigenvalue computations were done by the QZ algorithm [8]. 
The test revealed number of trends, but the most fundamental was that 
the larger the multiplicity m is, the more sensitive the pencils are. If m 
is small, say 2 or 4, the pencils are very well conditioned, regardless of 
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how large n is. However, if m = 30, say, the pencils can be extremely 
sensitive, especial ly if n is large. For matr ices with n = 250 and rn = 30, 
the eigenvalues of B0 - #N are extremely sensitive. A per turbat ion  of B0 on 
the order of 10 -15 causes perturbat ions  of the eigenvalues on the order of 
10 -2 to 10 °. Correspondingly the computed eigenvalues of B0 - pN agree 
with the intended shifts to no more than two decimal places, and many of 
the eigenvalues are nowhere near the intended shifts. 1 
The sensit iv i ty of the shifts degrades the performance of the algor i thm 
severely. F i rst  consider what  happens when the mult ishift  QR algor i thm 
with m = 18 is appl ied to a 250 x 250 matr ix.  This value of m is not large 
enough to cause the algor i thm to fail outr ight,  but it is large enough that  we 
can observe some of the deleterious effects of shift blurring. The matr ix  has 
wel l -condit ioned eigenvalues, which we can compute accurately beforehand 
and use in the analysis. In the first four iterations, the algor i thm makes 
more or less normal  progress toward convergence. The algor i thm is designed 
to make s~s (defined by (4)) tend to zero, thus allowing an 18 x 18 chunk 
to be def lated from the matr ix.  If some of the shifts do not approx imate 
eigenvalues well, it can happen that  sk becomes mall for some k < 18. In 
this case it turns out that  after four i terat ions two of the sk are small: 
818 ,-~ 10 -7 and s16 ~ 10 -6. 
Now let us see what  progress is made on the fifth iteration, compar ing 
theory  with practice. The shifts all approx imate igenvalues excellently. 
Sixteen of the shifts are within 10 -14 of an eigenvalue, and the other 2 
are off by about  10 .9  . Let us use these numbers to make some predict ions 
about  the convergence ratios rk defined by (5). As before, let #1, - - - , / t lS  
denote the shifts. The shift polynomial  is p(A) = (A - #1) ' "  (), - #IS). If 
t~ ~ Aj, we have [p(A;)[ ~ [Aj -# i ] -  Thus [p(Aj) I ~ 10 -14 for 16 eigenvalues 
Aj, Ip(Aj)[ ~ 10 -9 for 2 others, and (very roughly) [p(Aj)[ ~ 10 ° for the 
other 232 eigenvalues. This gives the predict ions r ls  ~ 10-9/10 ° = 10 ~ 
and r16 ~ 10-14/10-9 = 10 -5, and all other rk not much smaller than one. 
We are in a posit ion to check these predictions, since we can calculate 
p(Aj) for all eigenvalues Aj. Doing so, we find that  r l s  ~ 2.3 x 10 -9 and 
r16 "~ 2.6 X 10 -7. Thus r ls  is about what  we expected, and r16 is better  
1Aside from the sensitivity of the pencil Bo - #N,  another source of error is the 
initial computation of x. There were some examples for which the difference between 
the intended shifts and the computed eigenvalues of B0 - #N were greater than would be 
expected, given the observed sensitivity of the pencil. In these cases the additional error 
may be attr ibutable to the error in x. However, this factor appears not to be decisive. For 
one thing, I observed it only sporadically. Also, I have performed experiments in which 
I calculated x using extended precision arithmetic. This practice did not perc.eptibly 
improve the performance of the algorithm. 
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than expected. The other rk for k _ 18 range from 0.05 to 1, with many of 
them near 1. 
Applying (6) to these numbers, we expect sis and s16 to improve by 
about nine and seven decimal places, respectively, yielding S'ls ~ 10 -16 
and s'16 ~ 10 -13. These predictions disregard rounding errors. 
In practice we get nothing of the sort; it turns out that ~'lS ~ 10 -11 and 
s'16 ..m 10 -6. Thus the improvement in sls is much less than expected, and 
there is no improvement at M1 in s16. 
The discrepancy between theory and practice can be explained neatly 
in terms of shift blurring. The finite eigenvalues of B0 - #N should be 
equal to the shifts, but when I used the QZ algorithm to calculate them, 
I found that the computed eigenvalues agreed with the shifts to at most 
five decimal places and in some cases as few as one. The eigenvalues are 
correspondingly ill conditioned: a random perturbation on the order of 
10 -15 caused perturbations of the eigenvalues ranging from 10 -5 to 10 °. 
When one recalculates the ratios rk using the computed eigenvalues of the 
pencil in place of the intended shifts, one finds that rls ~ 2.4 × 10 -5 and 
r16 ~ 9.8 × 10 -1.  (All other sk for k < 18 were in the range from 0.2 
to 1.) Using these values of rls and r16 in (6), we obtain the predictions 
s'ls ~ 10-12 and s'16 ~ 10 -6, which are very close to what was actually 
observed. Thus the use of the blurred shifts, the eigenvalues of B0 - tiN, 
has resulted in a much more reMistic forcast of the progress on this iteration. 
It is easy to see why r16 was so much worse in practice than in theory. 
The theoretical value of approximately 10 -7  was computed as a ratio of two 
tiny numbers Ip()~n_16)l ~ 10 -15 and Ip(~n_lT)l  ~ 10 -s that result from 
the excellent approximation of 16 of the eigenvalues by the shifts. Since 
the blurred shifts are not nearly so close to the eigenvalues, this excellent 
convergence ratio is nullified. Similarly the predicted value r l s  , -~10 -9  
is replaced by the effective value rls ~ 10 -5 because the blurred shifts 
approximate eigenvalues to only about five decimal places. 
The shift blurring slows the convergence somewhat but does not derail 
it completely. After six iterations, an 18 x 18 chunk is deflated from the 
matrix. After four more iterations, 15 more eigenvalues are deflated, and 
so on. 
The situation is worse when the multiplicity m = 24 is used. The pencils 
are more ill conditioned, and the convergence is consequently slower. Ten 
iterations are needed before the first chunk of 23 eigenvalues emerges. 
When we take m = 30, things become really bad. The shifting strategy 
is intended to make s30 tend to zero, and indeed there is some progress on 
the first two iterations, after which s30 ~ 10 -2. Let us see what happens 
on the third iteration. The shifts taken from the trailing 30 × 30 submatrix 
agree fairly well with eigenvMues of A; the differences are mostly about 
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TABLE  1 
Shift error (n = 250) 
rn Least  Greates t  
2 1,4 x 10 -15 1.4 x 10 -15 
4 6.1 x 10 -14 3.0 × 10 -13 
6 4.0 x 10 -12 1.4 × 10 -1°  
8 2.3 x 10 - l °  8.9 x 10 .9  
10 7.7 x 10 -11 2.8 x 10 .8  
12 1,3 x 10 .8  9.7 x 10 -6  
18 1,0 x 10 -5  5.7 x 10 -2  
24 2.7 x 10 .5  2.6 x 10 ° 
30 5.4 x 10 -2  2.5 x 10 ° 
10 -4 and in no case worse than 1.3 x 10 -3. Consequent ly the theoret ical  
value of r30 based on these shifts is about  1.3 x 10 -4. Therefore, were it 
not for roundoff errors, (6) would predict s'30 ~ 10 .6. 
Unfor tunate ly  the shifts are badly  blurred. The computed eigenvalues 
of B0 - pN are nowhere near the theoret ical  shifts or the eigenvalues of 
A. Al l  are off by at least 0.25, and their sensit ivit ies are correspondingly 
bad. Using these blurred shifts to compute the convergence ratios, we get 
r3o = 0.986, which suggests that  ~'30 will be no smaller than s30. This is 
what  happens in practice. 
The other rat ios rk for k < 30 are s imi lar ly bad. The best four are 
r l  = 0.612, r3 = 0.847, r2 = 0.859, and r27 = 0.942. Consequent ly very 
l i tt le progress is made on this iteration. 
The subsequent i terat ions are just  as bad, with effective values of rk 
around 0.95 typical ly, and never less than 0.5 or so. Even with such bad 
convergence ratios, one would expect that  some of the sk for k _< 30 would 
tend gradual ly  to zero. In fact this is not what  happens.  In the next 13 it- 
erations, none of S l , . . . ,  s29 shows any tendency toward zero. s30 and s31 
dip to the range 10 .2 to 10 .4  and then drift up and down in that  range. 
An explanat ion of this utter  failure to converge is given in the next section. 
The extent of shift blurr ing as a function of m is summarized in the 
following table. The min imum and max imum distances from the computed 
eigenvalues of Bo - pN to the nearest shift are given. The data  in Table 1 
are all from the same 250 x 250 matr ix,  and all from the first i teration. 
For random matr ices reduced to upper  Hessenberg form, the size of the 
matr ix  also matters .  Table 2 demonstrates  this effect. The information 
given is the same as for the Table 1, except that  now n varies while m is 
held fixed at 24. 
On the 100 x 100 matr ix,  mult ishift  QR with m = 24 works reasonably 
well, but  on the 250 x 250 matr ix  it works poorly. 
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TABLE 2 
Shift error (m = 24) 
n Least  Greates t  
100 3.5 x 10 -11 1.1 x 10 -3  
150 4.8 x 10 -7  6.9 × 10 -2  
200 1.2 × 10 -6  2.1 x 10 o 
250 4.5 × 10 -4  2.0 × 100 
TABLE 3 
Shift  er ror  
Sens i t iv i ty  M in imum Max imum 
B0 - t tN  1.1 × 10 -0  2.8 × 10 -2  2.5 x 10 - °  
B5o - t tN  1.9 x 10 -2  2.9 × 10 -2  4.0 × 10 - °  
Bloo - #N 3.5 × 10 -4  2.8 × 10 -2  4.0 × 10 -0  
B150 - ~tN 1.6 × 10 -7  2.8 x 10 -2  4.0 × 10 - °  
B200 - t tN  4.4 x 10 -1°  2.8 × 10 -2  4.0 × 10 - °  
This is a curious result. One would at first th ink  that  the size of the 
matr ix  could not possibly matter .  After all, one can take a small  matr ix  
with insensit ive shifts and pad it with arb i t rary  numbers in the middle to 
make a much larger matr ix  with the same insensitive shifts. The catch is 
that  the matr ices considered here are not random or arbi t rary;  the process 
of reduct ion to upper Hessenberg form has a powerful organizing effect 
on the entries. Matr ices obta ined by reducing random matr ices to upper  
Hessenberg form have far different propert ies from upper Hessenberg ma- 
tr ices of random numbers. 
6. TENDENCY OF  THE SHIFTS  TO COME INTO FOCUS 
In the course of a QR i teration, the sensit iv i ty of the penci l 's  eigenvalues 
can change from one value of i to the next. The t ransformat ion from B i -  1 - 
#N to Bi - #N involves first adjoining a row and a column to the bot tom 
and later delet ing a row and a column from the top. Each of these operat ions 
changes the condit ion numbers of the eigenvalues. Thus it does not suffice 
to check B~ - t tN  for just  one choice of i. 
In cases where the eigenvalues are very sensitive, I have noted a con- 
s istent trend: The eigenvalues are most sensitive at the beginning of the 
i terat ion and become less sensitive as the i terat ion proceeds. Table 3 shows 
some typical  numbers for the 250 × 250 matr ix  with m = 30. 
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The column labeled "sensitivity" gives the maximum eigenvalue pertur- 
bation caused by a 10 -15 perturbation of the pencil. The sensitivity drops 
dramatically as the iteration proceeds. Thus the effective shifts become 
quite sharply defined toward the end of the iteration. Unfortunately the 
effective shifts are nowhere near the intended shifts, as the "shift error" 
columns show. 
To appreciate the significance of this finding, we need to make an obse.r- 
vation about partial QR iterations. Suppose an iteration has been carried 
part way to completion. Say A has been transformed to A~, which has a 
bulge protruding to position -(~) If we partition A~ as {Zi+ra+ l,i" 
where A;il ) is of order i, then A{il ) is upper Hessenberg. For this part of the 
matrix the QR step is complete. In contrast, for the submatrix A~ the 
QR step is just getting underway. In fact, if we partition A conformably 
with A~, the transformation from A~ to A22 implied by the tranformation 
from Ai to A is effectively a QR iteration on A~ with shifts given by 
the eigenvalues of the pencil Bi - #N.  To see this, note that A~ is not 
exactly in upper Hessenberg form, since it contains all but one column of 
the bulge, but it can be backed into Hessenberg form by a sequence of 
similarity transformations on rows and columns i + 1 through i + m that 
annihilate the protruding entries row by row from bottom to top. This 
pushes the bulge into the last column of A~il ), whose only nonzero entries 
are the first m + 1 entries of that column. These transformations imply 
an equivalence transformation oil the underlying pencil B~ - pN,  whose 
eigenvalues are thereby unchanged. From this point, if we chase the bulge 
to the bottom of the matrix, we will perform a QR iteration on the (2,2) 
submatrix with these eigenval.ues as shifts. At the end of the iteration, the 
(2,2) submatrix has become A22, by the implicit-Q theorem. 
Only the first m rows and columns of A~ differ from those of A2.). Thus 
if i G n - 2m, the last m rows and columns of A will be the same as 
those of A. This means that the shifts that would normally be chosen for a 
QR iteration on A~ are the same as those that would normally be chosen 
for A. This is what the eigenvalues of Bi - #N are, in principle. If they 
have not been seriously polluted by roundoff errors, the QR iteration on 
A(~ is likely to be successful. However, if they have drifted away from their 
intended values, as they have in the case shown in the table above, the QR 
iteration on A(~ may well be ineffective. 
The numbers in the table are from the first iteration, but they are typical 
of what is seen on the first 16 iterations. On any of these iterations, by the 
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time we get 150 steps into the iteration, i.e., to A150, the effective shifts 
have settled down to about six decimal places. The rest of the iteration 
a(150) amounts to a QR iteration on the 100 x 100 trailing submatrix "'22 • 
Since the shifts are much less blurred than they were at the beginning of 
the iteration, the rest of the iteration could be quite successful if the shifts 
were close to their intended values. 
One can see what has been lost through the movement of the shifts 
~(150) and then calculating the ratios rk by calculating the eigenvalues of ,.22 
A(150) pertaining to the QR iteration on "'22 . Let us consider what happens 
on the ninth iteration, since by then the (intended) shifts are quite close 
to eigenvalues of A. The effective shifts are the finite eigenvalues of the 
pencil B150 - #N. If one calculates the convergence ratios using the shift 
polynomial based on these shifts, one gets rk very close to 1 for most k _< 30. 
The smallest ratios are r30 ~ 0.52, r26 ~ 0.85, r 6 ~ 0.86, and r5 ~ 0.93. 
Thus little progress is expected. On the other hand, if one calculates the 
ratios using the intended shifts, one gets r30 ~ 1.9 × 10 -5. Thus good 
progress would have been made on this iteration, if only the shifts had 
stayed where they were meant to be. 
Even with the ratios r k ms bad as they are, one might expect to see 
convergence eventually. However, there is another effect that works against 
this. The finite eigenvalues ofB150-#N can be viewed as the effective shifts 
for the iteration. We have already noted that they are far from the intended 
shifts. Furthermore (and not surprisingly) the effective shifts change from 
one iteration to the next in random, apparently uncontrollable, ways. To 
see how this affects convergence, consider the mechanism by which the 
convergence takes place. Letting u l , . . . ,  un denote the ordered eigenvalues 
of p(A), as before, we know that for each j (under suitable assumptions) 
aj+l, j "-'+ 0 if [l]j+l[ < II]jl. The reason is that an underlying subspace 
iteration is converging to the j-dimensional invariant subspace (of p(A) 
and of A) associated with the j largest eigenvalues Ul , . . . ,~j  [19]. This 
is happening for many values of j, so convergence to a large number of 
nested invariant spaces is taking place at once. This all assumes that the 
shift polynomial p does not change much from one iteration to the next. 
Unfortunately, in our current scenario, the (effective) shifts jump around 
randomly from one iteration to the next. This implies that the ordering 
of the eigenvalues ul,- • •, Vn by magnitude changes from one step to the 
next, and therefore the nested sequence of invariant subspaces that is being 
targeted is also changing from step to step. Since the algorithm cannot 
settle on a target, it wanders aimlessly. 
In the case at hand, the matrix finally splits apart after 16 iterations, not 
at s30 but at sa3. If one examines the eigenvalues ofp(A) from one iteration 
to the next, one finds that the set Yms,. - •, u250 of 33 smallest eigenvalues 
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stays the same for all 16 iterations. Thus the same 217-dimensional sub- 
space is being targeted on each iteration. Therefore, even though the ratio 
raa is not particularly small on any given step, the subdiagonal entry s33 
does tend steadily toward zero and eventually becomes mall enough to 
allow deflation. Within the set of 33 smallest eigenvalues, the ordering by 
magnitude is shuffled wildly from one step to the next, so none of the sk 
for k < 33 is able to converge to zero. Clearly the effective shifts are always 
staying in a region occupied by a certain group of 33 eigenvalues of A, but 
are able to wander about in that region. 
This is typical of what I have observed in cases of severe shift blurring. 
After many iterations, the algorithm is finally able to locate an invariant 
subspace of some size. The split always occurs further up the matrix than 
was intended, typically around S4o or ss0. This is all that saves the algo- 
rithm from complete failure. 
7. ANOMALIES 
The overall trends were satisfying, but there were some anomalies. It 
happened now and then that a pencil Bi - #N had some eigenvalues that 
agreed poorly with the shifts, even though the preceding pencils B~_ 1 - #N, 
Bi -2  - t iN , . . ,  and the subsequent pencils Bi+l - t iN,  Bi+2 - t iN , . . .  
agreed with the shifts quite well. Just to mention one of many examples, 
let us consider a 100 x 100 matrix with m -- 12. On the eighth itera- 
tion the eigenvalues of Bi - t in  agreed with the shifts to at least eight 
decimal places for i < 68. Then suddenly B69 - tiN had some eigenval- 
ues that were good to only three decimal places. This would perhaps not 
be amazing, except that the next pencil BT0 - t in  and all subsequent 
pencils had good eigenvalues, correct to nine decimal places, once again. 
At each step I calculated not only the eigenvalues, but also the eigenvec- 
tors and residuals. All of the pencils, including B69 - t iN ,  had residuals 
around 10 -15 . 
Now consider a slightly different example. We have seen that the shift 
sensitivities generally decrease substantially in the course of an iteration. It 
occasionally happens that the shift errors decrease in a comparable fashion. 
An extreme xample is seen on the 250 x 250 matrix with m = 24 in the 
sixteenth iteration. There the eigenvalues of B0 - t in  have errors in the 
range 10-5-10 -3, whereas the eigenvalues of Bs0 - tiN, B100 - t iN,  and 
B150 - t in  all have errors in the range 10 - l°  10 -r.  
These anomalies uggest strongly that the eigenvalues of the pencils 
Bi - #N are not always the best invariants to consider. It may be that 
there are other sets of invariants of Bi  - t iN  that carry the same informa- 
tion but are much less sensitive, at least in some situations. Such invariants 
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could carry the shift information through regions where it appears to have 
been lost. 
The numerical results reported in this paper are meant to convey to the 
reader an honest account of the general trends, but the trends should not be 
mistaken for theorems. For example, although there was generally a close 
relationship between the measured sensitivity of the pencils B0 - #N and 
the distance from the computed eigenvalues to the intended shifts, there 
were cases where the distances were much greater or less than would have 
been expected, based on the sensitivity. 
Finally, there was one other phenomenon that was observed frequently 
and should be mentioned. In cases where the shifts are not blurred at all 
(even m = 2), on iterations when a deflation is imminent, the eigenvalues 
of the pencil will sometimes suddenly jump wildly as the bulge approaches 
the bottom of the matrix. Fortunately this sudden loss of shift occurs late 
enough in the iteration that it does not prevent he expected eflation from 
taking place. This is a matter for further study. The loss of shift appears to 
be triggered by tiny entries on the subdiagonal of the matrix. However, it is 
known from [18] that the presence of tiny entries on the subdiagonal does 
not normally result in the loss of shifts. Something more is going on here. 
8. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In the absence of roundoff errors, the shifts are the finite eigenvalues 
of the pencils Bi - #N. If the multiplicity of the QR iterations is large, 
these pencils typically have ill-conditioned eigenvalues. This implies that 
in the presence of roundoff errors, the shifts are ill defined, that is, blurred. 
Whenever blurring occurs, the convergence of the algorithm is degraded 
proportionately. 
I have presented numerical results howing that shift blurring occurs, but 
I have said nothing about why it occurs. Why does blurring get worse with 
larger m? Why does blurring decrease as an iteration progresses? These are 
just two of many open questions. 
The simplest way to avoid shift blurring is to use steps of low multi- 
plicity. If one wishes to perform a QR iteration of multiplicity 30, say, one 
can instead use the same shifts to perform 15 iterations of multiplicity 2. 
This gives the same results in principle but much better results in practice 
[6, 17]. This organizational change does not sacrifice the possibility of par- 
allelization at all; the many small bulges can be chased simultaneously in
pipeline fashion. This idea, which was previously discussed in [17] and tried 
for the symmetric ase in [13], could lead to a highly parallel algorithm. 
A multishift QR-like algorithm for solving the linear-quadratic Gaussian 
problem of control theory was proposed by Ammar and Mehrmann [2, 3] 
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and extended in [1, 14]. This algorithm, which uses iterations of multiplicity 
n on matrices of dimension 2n, has problems similar to those of multishift 
QR; it works well for small multiplicities and poorly for larger ones. Al- 
though the analysis of multishift QR does not carry over directly to this 
algorithm, it does appear that  shift blurring is playing a role here too. 
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